
Digitise paper-based forms to maximise efficiency and 
traceability on site, whilst effectively managing workflows using 
mobile app technology. 
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Digitising paper-based processes on site can dramatically improve 
productivity – saving around two hours per day for each operative 
involved* - putting you in control of managing project progress.

Task Management / Digital Forms and Workflows

*Estimate, based on results for existing customers

Maximise 
project 
progress 
through 
digitisation

Biosite’s Digital Forms and Workflows solution - 
part of Biosite’s Inform mobile app - allows users 
to simply replicate digital copies of paper-based 
forms and effectively manage workflows using 
cloud technology. 

Collecting project documentation on a digital 
platform not only reduces paperwork but 
enhances efficiency and speed of project delivery; 

by saving time, improving communication and 
establishing traceability, at site and group level. 

Digitising paper-based and manual processes 
enables Project Managers to spend more time   
on site, rather than in the office. With all the site 
and workforce data they need at their fingertips, 
they can spot and eliminate inefficiencies and 
make targeted decisions, in real time. 
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Why Biosite?  Reduces paperwork and increases 
productivity 
Digitisation reduces time and costs spent on 
manual processes, storing and distributing 
physical forms. 

Paper-based processes, including drawings, 
inspections, tasks and permits can be quickly 
and easily replicated digitally; freeing up time            
for project managers to stay on site and out of 
the office.

Simple and flexible 
Biosite’s intuitive system is simple to use and 
easy to navigate. You can manage the behaviour 
of forms, agree user permissions and link wider 
workflows, using cloud technology. 

The system is highly flexible and can be tailored 
to your needs, with the ability to set up unique 
digital forms for each project.  

Effectively manage workflows  
Digital Forms and Workflows features a fully 
customisable mobile workflow system, to 
process workflows automatically. Documents and 
photographs can be integrated on the mobile 
app and action alerts sent when a task needs 
attending. This makes it easier to effectively 
manage health and safety workflows, inspections 
and permits, whilst making worker performance 
management simpler.

Improve communication and collaboration 
Digitising project documentation on a shared 
central platform improves communication by 
allowing mobile collaboration between colleagues, 
anywhere, in real time. 

Cloud-based technology on the Inform mobile 
app means that accurate, live information is 
available and users revert to the latest version of 
documents uploaded to the app, with the option 
to send automatic alerts when action is required.

Increase visibility and traceability 
Collating data on a shared digital platform 
improves visibility of project status; meaning 
inefficiencies or issues can be monitored 
and rectified in real time. It also establishes a       
digital audit trail for total traceability, at site and 
group level. 

Full integration capabilities 
As part of Biosite’s Inform mobile app, Digital 
Forms and Workflows works in partnership with 
the Snagging Tool to store all project information, 
data and processes digitally, in one place.  

Reports on project progress can be generated 
quickly and easily; making it easier to spot and 
rectify inefficiencies and issues on site to ensure 
project progress. 



Features  
and benefits

• All project information, data and processes 
stored in one place for easy access             
and traceability 

• Better visibility of project status and workflows, 
in real time

• Simplifies performance management and 
improves communication and collaboration 
across site

• Ability to manage projects whilst out of  
the office

• Works offline and syncs centrally when internet 
connection is restored

• In-app form builder replicates any form-based 
process, including drawings, inspections, 
tasks and permits 

• Ensures users are on the latest version of 
documents uploaded to the app, with the 
option to send automatic alerts when  
action is required 

• Establishes more accurate, traceable  
digital data

• Tailored security permissions and allows users 
to access only the information they need 

• Can be integrated with other systems 
• Traceability of data supports   

GDPR compliance 
• Option for Biosite to complete implementation 

process or deliver training 
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